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(( In the name of the most Beautiful Names )) 

Choose the correct answer :  

Part A: Grammar : 

 1- I'm looking for ................ information about breast cancer research . 

4) a few 3) several 2) an 1) some 

 

2- A: Do you watch TV ........... ?   B:Yes , I watch TV .............. . 

4) much / many 3) much/ a lot 2) a lot /much 1) much/a lot of 

 

3- A single ............... of blood can transport the virus . 

4) drop 3) lot 2) piece 1) slice 

 

4- I don't know .............. bottles of milk to buy . 

4) how often 3) how many 2) how much 1) how long 

 

5- Read this sentence : "He studies Persian at home . " 

                                        A        B           C          D 

- Which word is " object " ? 

4) D 3) A 2) C 1) B 

 

6- Since ............... to London , she hasn't written to me . 

4) to go 3) go 2) going 1) has gone 

 

Part  B:Vocabulary 

7- Iranian villagers .............. 40% of Iran's population . 

4) make in 3) make up 2) make off 1) make for 

 

8- Scientists believe that physical activities , particulary mountain climbing and swimming .......... good 

health . 

4) decrease 3) cause 2) prefer 1) create 

 

9- ................... for the wild animals around here . 

4) Fill out 3) Take out 2) Hang out 1) Watch out 

 

10- A: Do you know Mr . Amini ? 

      B: Well, he is hard-working , cheerful , and .............. honest . 

4) all in all 3) at all 2) at last 1) above all 

 

11- There are ................ kinds of fish in this sea . 

4) social 3) various 2) simple 1) recent 

 

12- A: Smoking is a bad habit .   B: It's not a habit , but an ........... . 

4) addiction 3) advice 2) ability 1) addition 

 

13- A: What's the ............... of the bag of rice ?  B: About 10 kilos . 

4) discuss 3) influence 2) weight 1) limit 

 

14- A: Why is he so overweight ?  B: He doesn't eat very healthy ................ . 

4) factor 3) effect 2) habit 1) diet 
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15- A: Why did his friend die ? B: He died of heart ................ . 

4) pressure 3) disease 2) range 1) beat 

 

16- The good rules are made to ................ accidents . 

4) prevent 3) prefer 2) practice 1) prepare 

 

17- The service they have started is intended to ......... the needs of students in different age groups .  

4) obey 3) range 2) meet 1) function 

 

18- Cat should always have .............. to fresh , clean water . 

4) means 3) matter 2) lable 1) access 

 

19- " The voice on the phone sounded ............. . " Did you know him? 

4) first 3) free 2) familiar 1) famous 

 

Part C: Cloze Test  

Men usually want to have their own way . They want to think and …20…. as they like . No one , 

however , can have his own …21…. all the time. A person can not live in a society without …22… the 

interests of others . In a society , various ….23…. influence people,s lives . People have to …24… with 

others , and therefore their lifestyle may influence theirs . 
 

4) begin 3) bring 2) balance 20- 1) behave 

 

4) taste 3) disease 2) diet 21- 1) cure 

 

4) limiting 3) harming 2) enabling 22- 1) minding 

 

4) missions 3) factors 2) miracles 23- 1) minerals 

 

4) produce 3) predict 2) socialize 24- 1) notice 

 

 

 
 .  موفق و مؤید باشید
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